Mini Review

Endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) are immature endothelial cells. Experiments showed that endothelial progenitor cell function was impaired in liver fibrosis [1]. Several previous studies demonstrated that EPCs can repair endothelial injury of hepatic sinusoida, reduce fibrosis and stimulate liver regeneration [2]. Clinical trials also suggested that EPCs are effective in the treatment of cirrhosis [3]. So EPCs can be used in the treatment of cirrhosis. Because EPCs share some characteristics of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), the indications for their treatment can be referred to HSCs [4]. However, some studies suggested that EPCs not only activate hepatic stellate cells to participate in the formation of fibrosis [5], but also contribute to sinusoidal endothelial vascular proliferation and promote liver fibrosis, thus aggravating portal hypertension [6]. Moreover, many experiments demonstrated that EPCs are involved in the formation of hepatocellular carcinoma, especially in the angiogenesis of tumors [5].

Thus, the use of EPCs in the treatment of cirrhosis should be cautious, and it is best to exclude the existence of hepatocellular carcinoma. In addition, clinical trials have found that changes in liver function and hepatic venous pressure gradient are directly related to the proportions of acLDL and vWF in EPCs after stem cell therapy [3]. Therefore, if possible, the acLDL and vWF of EPCs should be detected before treatment to assess the possibility of stem cell therapy aggravating portal hypertension and poor prognosis. Although studies demonstrated that bone marrow endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) are superior to bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells in the treatment of liver fibrosis and similar to bone marrow-derived hepatic stem cells [7-8], there are some potential risks for EPCs in the treatment of liver cirrhosis. Hence, it is suggested that EPCs should be included in the scope of stem cells in reserve or adjuvant therapy for liver cirrhosis.
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